Mini Pavijet MG7 (Forward Operating) Paver

The Mini Pavijet MG7 was proposed by Jerry Eggert (RET.) and awarded to District 8 through the NTREC Program. The Pavijet is a mini paver that connects to your skid loader or loader. The Pavijet is unique because of its flexibility and performance. The Pavijet will spread hot and cold asphalt, cement, sand, crushed stones and other materials.

The Pavijet is seen as a solution to small paving jobs such as cut out areas, wheel ruts, edge drop offs and small shouldering operations. It would provide a uniform patch with less hand labor. The Pavijet will eliminate hand work areas where a blade or a loader is too large for the area needing work. Crews in District 8 will evaluate the efficiencies of the Pavijet in relation to the savings of time, manpower, and money.

For more information contact:

Mindy Heinkel
mindy.heinkel@state.mn.us
651-366-3585